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AN ANALYTIC APPROXIMATION TO 
VERY HIGH SPECIFIC I\.\fi:'ULSE & SPECIFIC POWER 
INTERPLANETARY SPACE MISSION ANALYSIS 
Craig Hamilton Williams· 
A simple, analytic approximation is derived to calculate trip time aDd petformance 
for propulsion systems of very high Rpecific impulse (50,000 to 200,000 seconds) 
and very high specific power (10 to 1000 kW/kg) for human interplaneWy space 
missions. The approach assumed field-free space, constant thrustIcxmstant specific 
power, and near straight line (radial) trajectories between the planets. Closed form, 
one dimensional equations of motion for two-burn rendezvous and four-burn rOWld 
trip missions are derived as a function of specific impulse, specific power, and 
propellant mass ratio. The equations are coupled to an optimizing parameter that 
maximizes performance and minimizes trip time. Data generated for hypothetical 
one-way and IWDd trip human missions to Jupiter were fuund to be within 1 % and 
6% accuracy of integrated solutions respectively; verifying that for these systems, 
credible analysis does not require computationally inten-:ive numerical techniques. 
JNTRODUCI'ION 
Through countless millennia, mankind has ventured to unknown worlds in the pursuit of wealth, 
knowledge, freedom, adventure, and international prestige. To date, human exploration of space has been 
primarily driven by the pursuit of international prestige. Because of the high cost and long trip times associated 
with human interplanetary exploration. such endeavors are expected to :emain Wl8ttractive to any potential 
sponsor other than the governments of the most financially capable and technologically advanced nations. 
While it is difficult to imagine a low cost solution to human interplanetary travel, far-term technically feasible 
concepts do exist that could significantly reduce the expected long trip times. This could obviate larger and 
more complex spacecraft, higher operations costs, inordinately long return on investment times compared to 
commercial ventures, and the unappealing sacrifice of the spacefarer's personal time. Conventional chemical, 
and nearer-term electric and nuclear fission propulsion technologies would require multi-year rOWld-trip times 
to even the closest planets. Although long duration mi~ons have been the norm for unmanned probes, they 
represent a real hardship for human travel. More advanced prorulsion technologies, however, could provide 
trip times comparable to some commercial terrestrial operations --- several weeks, perhaps even days. As D. 
Cole pointed out in his 1959 paper on minimum trip time travel to the planets, the evolution ofterrestrial 
propulsion systems has been from the inexpensive «minimum energy" sailing vessels to the more costly 
«minimum time" aircraft I. Advanced space propulsion systems could catalyze future interplanetary travel 
predicated on the private, not public. sector market. High specific impulse(I.,)/high specific power (Cl) systems 
could accomplish this by traversing almost straight line trajectories between planets due to their expected 
ability to generate large accelerations. These propulsive technologies, unfortWlately. are well beyond near-
term feasibility and require solving some formidable technical challenges . 
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BecAuse of the technological inunaturity and perceived remoteness of these advanced propulsion 
concepts, most human interplanetary mission studieR have been predicated on trip time and propulsion system 
performance data generated by analysis toots designed to model either lop·limited fl)'Stem!l (high t.hm'it) or a-
limited systems (low thrll.'rt). As a result, high IJhigh a technologies arc infrequently studied and therefore 
have few rullllytic tools deRigned to model them. Fortunately, due to the nature of their operation, simple 
nnglyt.icPl ~ucs can provide rCllOOllllbly accurate estimates of their mission travel times and performance 
capabiliUes. These simple. first-on:ler analytinal methods can greatly assist in focussing dc\ elopment of 
requisite precursor technologies. Very high thrust propulsion ::.ystcmr. could produce accelcr. .... ions greater thnP 
the local acceleration due to solar gravity at Earth's orbi~ (0.6 E·3 g). 111C normally thoughteQf conics of 
minimum energy trajectories degenerate into straight line transfers at these acceleration levels. A "field-free 
space" approximation ean then be invokeLi to grcally simplUY th:: usually complex orbital mec-haniC$. Gravity 
losses and optimum steering eoncems can be neglected without introducing too much error. oln'iating lhe need 
for compulaliona1ly intensive, numerically integrated solutions to support a proof of concept analysis. As a 
result. an analytic closed-form solution can be derived that calculates minimized trip time and maximized. 
performance capability in a single equation (or at most two). 
An extensive literatUre search surfac:ed three published approaches that solve only select portions of 
this problem for a constant thrust engine; though it is also worth noting that a few papers have also been 
written on the simpler to analyze, constant acceleration (variable thrust) device I. During the 1950's, H. 
Preston-Thomas of the National Research COWlcil of Canada derived several one dimensional velocity 
equati0ns2. FOWld j1JSt prior to the publication of this paper, Preston· Thomas' work contains trip time 
relations. but sparse derivations and few equations of motion made assessment of the approach difficult 
Wolfgang Moeckel of the NASA Lewis Research Center developed a simple analytic approach using a one 
dimensional "flat solar ~ .i'stem" model to calculate trip time using the quotient of velocity and distance during 
the 1960's 3. High and low thrust systems were treated separately; the high ll!rust relations based on vehicle 
A V calculated by the classic rocket equation, the low Ihrust relations based on the time integral 0 ~ accelera;ion 
squared equation ("I' parameter), modified to optimize engine-on time. Moeckel's ap~roach had the advantage 
of extreme simplicity with reasonably good accuracy. However. the segregation ofhi~ and low thrust systems 
into separate equations did not illustrate the explicit dependence of trip time as an function of only distance, lop, 
an:! a in advanced very high IJvery high a systems. 
Professor Dennis Shepherd ofeomeD University developed an alternate approach in the 1960's 4. 
Based in part on some earlier work by Ernst Stuhlinger, Shepherd's approach used a one dimensional. finite 
bum model (continuous thrusting with no coast phases). He derived a closed-form equation for distance 
traveled in fielt:·free space by an accelerating rocket at constant thrust in terms of I.,. a, and trip time. The 
classic rocket equation served as the starting point, later incorporating an optimizing parameter to maximize 
performance and minirntze trip time. One advantage of Shepherd's fInite bum approach was a more 
conservative representation of one dimensional motion. More important. however, was the explicit 
appearance of I., with a in a single equation optimized for payload and trip time, thus providing the analyst 
with a convenient way of evaluating the relative effect of distance. I., , and a on trip time for any mission 
distance. The main limitation was that the relation was valid for one-way flyby missions only, where the 
spacecraft would not rendezvous with the destinaticn planet. 
The problem solved in this paper is sn extension of Shepherd's work. Two-bum "rendf zvous" and 
four-bum «rotmd trip" mission equations of motion are derived with an optimization condition imposed. Each 
leg of the trip consists of an acceleration bum from Earth's heliocentric position followed immediately by a 
deceleration bum (with no intervening coast period) which tenninates at the heliocentric position of the 
destifiation planet (with zero radial velocity with respect to the sun). The transfers are assumed to originate and 
tenninate outside the effective planetary gravity wells. These one dimensional straight line approximations 
along the heliocentrio radius vector closely resemble numerically integrated solutions (Figure 1). 
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APPROACH 
Review and Rcfonnulatlon of the Solution to the One~Burn Flyby Problem 
Shepberd '5 • approac;h will be briefly 
~ The ba. .. ic rocket equation for It 
constant I,p wbiele is: 
,,( M )-1 AV = c I., 1 -~ = c In( 1 -A r 1 
(1) 
The mass balance relation is given by: 
Rearranging terms of the mass equation yields: 
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Substituting for the propellant mass ratio into 
the rocket equation yields: 
Figure 1: Condnuously Thrusting Trajectories 
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(4) 
From the definitions of jet power and specific power, a sttUcrure to propellant mass ratio can be defined: 
thus: C
2 
=---
(5) (6) 2gcTlaT (7) 
3 
Shepherd introduced a parameter he cnlle4 the characterl8lic 'Velocity V~, which upon substitutiou 1l10Wl'i for a 
useful expression for the structure to propellant mass ratio: 
(8) thus: 
SUbstituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (4) yields a relation for payload ratio in tenns of AV. exhaust and characteristic 
velocifit'S: 
(10) 
Shepherd illustrated through a series of plots the implications of such an expression, primarily the existence of 
an optimal I., (in which the payload is maximized) for a particular mission A V. He demonstrated this by 
differentiating the above expression with respect to the parameter oNe and setting it equal to zero. The result 
is the optimization parameter: 
(11) 
Shepherd then took the classical distance equation for a single bum, continuously accelerating rocket 
(neglecting gravity losses): 
(12) 
and solved for total distance traveled in time T (assuming zero initial velocity): 
( -I1V) s = cT[(l-A)ln(l-A)+A] = cT In exp C + 1 
A I1V 
exp c - 1 
(13) 
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By substituting the opti.r0i7..ation parameter Eq. (II) for the exponential tefBl in the denominiltor of Eq. (13), 
we have: 
itl s Vc :::: 
cT 
1+( ~J 
(14) 
At this point, Shepherd concluded with discussion of the implications of this acceleration-only distance 
equation. 
Wl1.lt is of primary interest is to rewrite ~epberd's single bwn flyby mission distance equation into a form 
where trip time is explicitly a function l. Jistance, x.,. and u. Expressing c as s.l,p and recalling the defmition 
ofVe , Eq.(14) can be rewritten as a quadratic in T: 
(15) 
Solving for trip time via the quadratic formula: 
[ 2] T - 1 s gl sp ± 1 1,2 - '2 glsp + 2exl1 2 
(16) 
Where only the positive radical tenD is meaningful. 
Shepherd demonstrated that cNe has limits of O$O.505<--c/Ve<=1.0, where the lower limit corresponds to a 
zero payload ratio and the U1 '1 " .1' limit corresponds to a payload ratio of unity. These limits are a manifestation 
of imposing the optimization parameter on the rocket equation. Since the payload ratio is a function of eN < 
and AV/c, and A VIc is a function of only oNe , specifying cNe is equivalent to specifying a payload ratio. 
Sir ce C/\' e is solely a function of T, t. and u , payload ratio can replace one of these three variables. For 
example, it was convenient to express the linuting u=f(I.."S) for the zero payload ratio case: 
= for 
(17) 
therefore 
(18) 
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Substituting Eq. (J 8) into Eq. (16) arul selecting the mooningful root remtlts in an equation for the limiting trip 
tunc: ' 
.. 1.68~ 
- g!.rp 
(19) 
ThUR the minimum trip time for 11 fiingle bum flyby mi:mion with nc~ligiblc pAylond and optimal (l VOriCfl 
linearly with distance and inversely with 1", The optimnl (l CIlll then be cnlculnted from Eq. (1 H). 
Derivfttlon of tbe Solution to the Two-Bum ltendezvoUi Problem 
Unlike the one-bum flyby mission, the rcmde2.vous mission would include a deceleration hum to 
reduce the sun-relative radial veloeity to zero by tM time of arrival at the destination plonct. The rcndezvous 
mission also presupposed the utilization of in situ resources at the destination pllnet to refu'!l the propulsion 
system, since the vehicle would carry only eno. propel1ants for a one way bip. A mcdified rocket equation 
to model the deceleration bwn is ftrst needed. Shepherd's time dependent form of the constant mass 
flow/constant thrust rocket equation for the acceleration bwn ( 0 < t <= t.) was: 
Therefore, a new deceleration bwn (t. <= t < ~ ) velocity function can be modeled similarly as: 
(21) 
V. is the velocity at the tum around point This point is where the vehicle terminates acceleration, rotates 180 
degrees, and commences the deceleration bum. The logarithmic tenn. therefore, is a negative or "braking" 
4 V, The distance and acceleration expressi:>ns for the deceleration phase are easily derivable. To integrate the 
logarithmic term, the following substitution is convenient: 
(22) 
(23) 
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Completing the intl!@flltion rC!SUlm in lID ~uatjM for decclerntion diRtcmcc all n function of time 
(24) 
Tukinp. the time derivAtivefl of the velocity cquationR rCRUlt in t.h(.: acceleration and d<:ct:lcration l'quotionf> a:; II 
function aftimo: 
g!s/"l 
I,[l-A, :,] 
(25) 
A represen~tive plot of the position, velocity, and 
acceleration expressions for an example mission are 
illustrated in figure 2. 
A total diJtance equation can be formed and the 
variables SI. ~. VI • tl' t,. AI' and ~ replaced with more 
convenient variables by inserting known relations and 
constraints. The total distance traveled is merely: 
S = Sl + 8" (27) 
The magnitude of the velocity at end of the acceleration 
phase is: 
(28) 
It is reasonable to assume that the magnitude of the 
change of velocities will be equal: 
-gl,J+-A,( ;:)]=-gl~+-A.( ::~::)] 
(29) 
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(26) 
Continuous AccelerationIDeceleration Mission 
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Example: Isp=50.000 sec and A1pha= 100 kWlkg 
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Figure 2: Position, Velocity, & Acceleration 
I, 
~ 
,1.'- _ 
(30) 
Adding the two diRtnncc cxprCRRionR (Eqti. (12) IUld (24). eVlilulited nt their rCfi]Jcctive totlil hum timeR) nnd 
:lUbRtitlltin~ EqR. (28) rmd (3IJ) rcrmlts in nn equCltion for totnl dirollUlce tmveled: 
S = gj,i ,[( I ~ ~}n( I -).) + 1]- g/,/', -I,lln( I )'J - g/,p(/, -1,1[( I ~ ~ ) Inr l-Alq 1 
(31) 
The total distance traveled, S, is the straight line distance between the orbits of the two planets. It may be set to 
the difference between the radii (shortest tlip time) or any other distance up to the opposition of the planets. 
Note that the deceleration phase propellant ratio with respect to the initial mass can be written: 
Mp2 Mp2 
A2 
Mpz Mi M, thus 
Mp 
= = = _2 = A(1-A) M,-Mpl M I-A M, I--2.!.. 1 
M j (32) 
A relationship can be found relating the two bum times by noting that the mass flow rates are equal and that 
the total mission time is merely the sum of the two bum phases: 
Mpl 
A1PI Mp2 
thus 11 AI, 1 = = = 
I} t2-/} 12 -t1 Mp2 I-A 
M, (33) 
After replacing tl in Eq. (31) with Eq. (33), and noting that tz is the total trip time T. the logarithmic terms 
cancel and the distance equation reduces to: 
(34) 
8 
.' 
I' 
'Thifi if! quite different from the acceleration-only ditrta.l1ce Eq. (13). which if! a logllrithmic function of A.. The 
'mplication is that nUtmlptin~ to !iUbstitute the optimi7.atinn parluncter Eq. (11) (with its r.>.-ponential function of 
A Vie) into the dlmance equation, IlR WII~ done in the one·bum flyhy CORe, will not relmlt in It flimple function of 
dit,1Ilncc,I'l" /lnd a (since there will not be II clean cllocelll1tion of the in'C"mwdillle vllrillblc AV/c) The 
diRfmtee fUtd aprimi7flttfllt etluatlO11f>l tOr UiC two-bum r~vous cw.;c (as well as the fuurcbum. roundtrip ~ 
as we r;bAtJ liCe) nrc Jbcrdom coupled by the dependent vnrittbk: A and. tnI.IZIi be fl6lvetl by tterrtUOH 
It WIl'> fOlmd to he CII!l\eRt ~o hnw! A Herve II~, the i!'~mlinn pflrl\ml~ter. Remcmha that the A wleu above Willi 
dct1n~d 1If! II fltll~c propclltlnl muo. It mU~11 11m! he rc::pillcC"d with Ih,: I-'qulvllknt exprc~'lion for :he tOla\ 
prnpdlrlOl rntio. which i~ implicit in Ihe IIplimizinp. pllllunc,,:r cqllflholl 
'AI' 
11 I 1 -cx:p fir .. A Inta/ "' 
This quadratic in AI1I~ hm: a solution of : 
A ::: 1 ± II-A . 
slage V 10101 (36) 
(35) 
For the cases of interest here, where ",0.505<= cN.<=I.O, only the negative root ternl is meaningful. Using 
this ex 'Pression to replace A.,. with ~ in Eq. (34) yields: 
s ;:: g,/spT(l-Jl- Atota/) 
(1 +J1- Atola/) 
or ( 2S)2 = 1- 1 g)spT+S 
(37) 
The optimizing parameter Eq, (11) can be expressed as a function of ~, I"" and Cl by recalling the definition 
of A from the rocket equation and the definition of eN. as a function on"" Cl, and T (Eq. (8». Substituting 
these relations, the optimizing parameter can be rewritten as : 
T = gls![ 2A,ola/ -1] 
2TlCX (l-A,ola/) In(1-Atolaltl 
(38) 
Eqs. (37) and (38) are sufficient to solv\;! the two-bwn rendezvous problem. By choosing an initial value of 
~ and substituting into Eq. (38), an initiultrip time can be found. (From Shepherd, an initial (maxlffiUtn) 
~ value ofO.7968J 2 is suggested. ~) The trip time can thc."I1 be substituted into Eq. (37) to find a ne\~' value 
of~. Repeated iteration usmg the average of the AWtIl values us the new l...utaI was fOWld to converge quite 
rapidly in most cases. 
9 
). 
Once Il conver~ed ROlution if! found, :-l,:vernl dependent vruillhleR of inter~t Clln cllRily be calculnted. The fin;' 
blun propellllnt rlltio IUld eN. can be clll(.:ulnted from Eqfl (3611Uld tR) Tt"specttvely. The IitrUcllUC, paylond, 
nnd initiAl & finn1 thrust·fo~wei¢lt rntior. life thl"n v,ivrn hy: 
AI ~r:~~l: 
M, 
F 
W, 
F = 1 -ct.'ltoRc2 
Wf g (t2 -tl)(1-A,ta.'~c2) 
(4(1) 
(41) 
(42) 
As in the single bwn acceleration 088e, payload ratios Gall be specified and the limiting lip's and a's can be 
calculated. The value of the parameter CNf; for each corresponding value of payload ratio must be iound first. 
This can be accomplished by solving the rocket equation (rewmten in terms of mas.') ratios) and the 
optimization parameter simultaneously after specifying the desired payload fraction. These equations are 
coupled. but were found to be easily solved by iteration. Shepherd had provided an approximate value of 
- .- -.-.. .o,$()5-f(HI.\Ro.,zero-pay1ea&Gase:--M~te_-mofe·e~a\.'t-vtiues·were-desired-for anaiysrs-purposes;-'For'6%- ._- _ •. _-- -- ._. -- .-
and 25% payload fractions, the values of eN. were calculated t..} be 0.S04976~9S and 0.736886943 
.' r~tiy~ly'. The x411uc; of A.,. AAtl t1)~n be foWlJi by mserting.the np,timization parameter Eq..O I) into the •.. 
rewritten rocket equation Eq. (10) (replacing the eX"ponential term), substituting Eq. (36) for the equivalent 
A Vic term, and sohing for Aatage. The result is: 
AstagcOp/ 
(43) 
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On~e A ... j;} l:fl<>wn. th~ Ql'tim\l1ll travel ti~ "Ill). tx: cWlily f'.Jlleulall"d frOiT. Eq. (~4) Tim 0r'UnUm I:t can then 
he cnlculAted from Eq. (R) At thif> point, the two-bum problem /Uld the parllmeterfl of mterest arc ::ol\'l'd 
Thcr,() ff'If\l.inil"; erm he mnnipulntrcl hy hand or cWiily wl'ictnhlcd I.flto n Nhol1 computer routmc 
D~rl\'lltlon of thl! Solution to th,~ Four-Burn Round Trip Prohl"m 
A fiimilnr rod of f)11ulltionn wero derived tor- 1\ four-hum found t.lip ffilii:iion. where the !iplll.'f· ~Hlft wlIuJd Cilm nit 
or Itf: prolll!JJnnt withoullhc lI'lf! of in :iJtu pro(X<llont r'"fut;lm~, The c~ua\.iorll'; wl:n: fllUrull1 I Ill' :,lfIlIIIII II I 1111' 
tw,,-burn rcmd61.VO\.l1l miAAion. The twa-i:l'Jm rcndrz\,oIJ': mHi:iion CIIlI he ,hoUf'.h, 111' I\ti 11h: rd 11m ("f' Ill' /I 
mund trip mlssicm. nw vdos:.iiy cquati01l!i ar~ of tOO 1ItlO1~ form AA the twn=bum mit~IUn, /1', IIH IljI' 
nu.;cU!raticm cqunfic,n:; Since the ()ut~l1P, lind rctuminp, dif:lancen will tw 1I'.:mml.'r.\ ,f) he I:qllill 
(44) 
thus 
(45) 
The rdationship~: b\.!lwcen trip timl!s and A'S must be found. Sinl:t! the mass now ratc;!s are constant 
ToutROlng = 
Trctum 
M'IM PI P2 
-----
A-f, 
Equating Eqs. (45) and (46), Al and A.) art' thus related by: 
An expression for A'S in tcnns of A. """' can be found since: 
Atotal 
11 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
.. ' 
.. 
,. 
0' • 
~. ) 
! 
SubstitJUingEq, (47) into Eq. (48) resull'l in a quadratic e>"'Pression for A'I in terroR ofA-toto!: 
l±JI-A 
with roots of AI:=: total 
2 (49) 
Only the negative rlldiclll term i!i meaningful. Notice that this urst bum propellant fraction if! hlllfthc 
c"'Prcs..~on found in lhe two-burn rcnde.moll..'l case (Eq. (36)). 
Finally, the outfiCling trip time can be cxprcflscd as n fraction of the total 100Uld trip time by agam noting that 
mass flow rate is constant: 
T~~~ = _______ A1 __ i _______ = 
T Mp! +Mp2 +Mp3 +Mp4 
Mi (50) 
Substituting Eq. (SO) into the nund trip distance Eq. (44): 
(51) 
As was done for the rendezvous case, this can be solved for ~ using Eq. (49). For convenience, the distance 
can be written in terms of S ..... _ rather than SIOIIIIdIzip: 
~Jsp11-il-Atotal) 
2(1 +V1-Atotaz) 
or ( 
8S rendezvous ) 2 
1..10141 = 1- 1---.....;..;.;==--
glspT+ 4Srenden'OUS 
(52) 
Using this equation and the optimization parameter Eq. (38), the round trip mission trip time can be c&culated 
in the same way as was done for the rendezvous case. The cNe' structw-e, and payload ratios are calculated the 
same as in the rendezvous mission (Eqs. (8), (39), and (40». The optimwn fixed rayload ~Eq. (43) is reduced 
by a factor of one half as per Eq (49). The thrust-ta-weight ratios are: 
F ::" 1 CAsrage = 4gcIsPAstage(I-Astage} 
W; g 11 g T 
F _ 1 -CAstage4 __ 
WI g (/4 -t3)(I-Asrage4) 
(53) 
= -4 gc Isp Astage(I-Astage) 
g T (l-2As14ge)2 
12 
(54) 
RESULTS 
Iteratiuns on the trip time/optimization parameter equations were well behaved and conver~ 
rapidly. Although s81ll?lc hand calculations were not foun4 to be o~y burdeQsome. a simple computer 
routine \,'US written to cnlculate almost all of the following data. As an example, lendezvous and round trip 
f.Jissions to Jupiter were calculated. After this data was generated. the 68me mismoo .. spaee ~were 
eo1~ \!8iDg a ~ ~~~ iJ'ajeotoIy opIimilrn1ion routine to indspenOOntly verify the data 
8Dd establish the limits of validity of thiS approach. The position of Jupiter was psumed to be at minimum 
distanoe nom Earth (4.203 AU) at departure. Round trip missiOIl$ ~ no dwell time at the def;tination 
and no significant relative motion of the planets. Ranges of lip lrom 50,000 to 200,000 seconds and " from 
tOO to 1000 kWlkg were representative of what a propulsion i)'stem must opera1c at to pcrl'onn multi-weeki 
multi-month transfers to this nearest of major planets. Overall propulsiOll system eftieieDey was set to unity. 
Figure 3 illustrates rendezvous mission trip time as a fUnction. of both I., and «. A rendezvous trip time to 
Jupiter of six weeks, for example, will require propulsion technologies with J,,'s of at least 50,000 seconds and 
" 's of at least 100 kW /kg. For constant I., • increasing " always decreases trip time since the engine jet power-
out increases (and/or the "I (uctme mass dea'eases). For constant u, increasing I., always lengthens trip time 
as the propulsion system IJ~gins to act mme like a low thrust electric device. I,,' s beyond the 50,000 to 
100,000 seconds lewis are r-"oessive for interplanetary A V's .m1ess a c::omsponc1ing (significant) 
improvement in (I also ocours. A propulsion system engineer, planning to conduct proof of concept 
experiments, can use these observations to readily trade-off work on one parameter tor the other depending on 
the judged engineering difficulty. Propulsion technology research can thus be guided by the knowledge of the 
relative merit of pursuing greater thrust vs. greater power. 
Using the fixed payload mass fraction equatious, payload contours can be superi.'llposerlonto the I" 
& u plots as a means of measuring performance. Two performance levels were calculated, .. (\% (fastest trip 
time) and a 25% payload mass fraction. Other desired payload mass fractions between these two values can be 
approximated by interpolation. Greater values should not be estimated in this way due to the non-linearity of 
the t\mction as cNc increases. For trip times of approximately six weeks, the maximum payload mass fractions 
for I,,'s between 50,000 ano 100,000 seconds were 3% to 25% re..pectively. To halve trip times (three 
weeks). I.,'8 would havo to be doubled and (1'8 would have to be improved by an order of magDitude. 
Figure 4 illustrates the results for round trip missions, using similar ranges of I... and a. In the round 
trip mimoD, the spacecraft departing from Earth carries all the fuel required to perform the entire mission. By 
observation. the data illustrates that (like terrestrial travel) refueling Ilt a destination is 8 compelling way to 
operate. For e' -ample, a zero payload! 50,000 second I... vehicle that refuels at a destination would take half 
the time (2 X 40 da~) to perfonn the same mission as a same initial weight vehicle canying all of its 
propellant from the start. This enhances the attractiveness of travel to the major outer planets due to their 
abundant supply of potential fuels and propellants such as hydrogen. deuterium, and helium-3. These 
materials are plentiful in both free molecular fonn in planetary atmospheres and in bound forms on the surfaces 
of their moons. Major planets would not only be destinations, but transportation nodes as well, supplying 
resources for fuelslpropeUants and human consumption. 
Figure 5 and Table I contain additional rendezvous mission data: mass fractions, trip times, and 
thrust-ta-weight data for I... = 50,000 seconds plotted as a function of". For fixed lip' as a mcreases, the 
amount of propellant needed increases at the e>.l'ense of payload fraction. The structure ratio reaches a 
maximum at approximately 26% as Shepherd's work had predicted 4. As trip time is reduced by increasing ", 
payload ratio becomes vanishingly small. 11uv.st-to-weight ratios depart from near constant values as u 
increases. Fi; ',lIre 6 and Table 2 contain similar data for round trip missions, plotted as a function of ~. 
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Example: Mission to Jupiter (Rendezvous) 
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Figure 3. Rendezvous Mission TripTune 
Example: Mission to Jupiter (Round Trip) 
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Figure 4. Round Trir Mission TripTwe 
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F~ure 5. Selected Mission Data 
Example: MIssion to Jupiter (Rendezvous) 
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Table 1. Selected Mission Data 
Isp = 50,000 Sec 
Specific TlDle Payload Structure Total IstBum cNc 
Power (days) 
(kWlkg) Ratto 
Ratio Ratio Prop Pro.p 
Ra' 
10 
25 
50 
75 
100 
187.9 
97.7 
64.4 
52.0 
45.3 
0.528 
C 282 
0.128 
0.063 
0.028 
tJo 
0.200 0.271 0.146 
0.260 0.4S8 0.264 
0.263 0.609 0.37S 
0.246 0.691 0.444 
0.228 0.744 0.494 
Alpha = 100 kW/kg 
Specific Time Payload Structure 
Impulse (days) Ratio Ratio 
(Sec) 
50,000 
100,000 
i50,OOO 
200,000 
45.3 
79.3 
143.1 
236.5 
0.028 0.228 
0.468 0.219 
, 0.758 0.113 
I 0.882 0.057 
Total 
Prop 
Ratio 
0.744 
0.313 
0.129 
0.061 
15 
1st Bum 
Prop 
Ratio 
\i.194 
0.171 
0.067 
0.031 
0.860 
0.754 
0.657 
0.597 
0.554 
cNc 
0.554 
0.837 
0.934 
0.969 
FIWt FlWt 
Initial Final 
1 ) ACCCI(g's 
0.835E-3 
0.271E-2 
0.S48E-2 
0.769E-2 
0.9S0E-2 
FIWt 
Initial 
Ac';el(g's) 
O.950E-2 
O.4S7E-2 
0.1S7E-2 
0.595E-3 
Decel(g's) 
0.115E-2 
0.SOOE-2 
O.l40E-l 
0.249E-l 
0.37IE-l 
FlWt 
Final 
Decel(g's) 
0.371E-l 
0.665E-2 
0.180E-2 
O.634E-3 
Figl re 6. Selected Mission Data 
Example: Mission to Jupiter (Round Trip) 
Mass Ratio, Trip Time, & Thrust -to-Weight vs. Specific Impulse 
r-_____ =AI~pha = 25 kW/kg 
1~IlllI=D=fi8~1 I Tyt~ I 
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SpociIIc ImpalIo (Sec) 
Specific 
Power 
(kW/kg) 
25 
50 
75 
100 
250 
SOO 
750 
1000 
Specific 
Impulse 
(Sec) 
50,000 
100,000 
150,000 
200,000 
Time 
(days) 
94(d 
~Y.:; 
349.7 
274.2 
134.8 
84.8 
66.7 
57.1 
Time 
(days) 
181.1 
317.2 
572.6 
946.1 
Spcci6c ImpuIIo (Sec) 
Table 2. Selected Mission Data 
Isp = 200,000 Sec 
Payload Struc:ture Total 1 st Burn cNc 
Ratio Ratio Prop Prop 
Ratio Ratio 
0.882 0.057 0.061 0.015 0.969 
0.788 0.100 0.112 0.029 0.943 
0.711 0.132 0.156 0.041 0.920 
0.647 0.158 0.195 0.051 0.900 
0.407 0.236 0.357 0.099 0.812 
0.218 0.266 0.507 0.149 0.724 
0.140 0.264 c.S9S 0.182 0.666 
0.090 0.255 0.655 0.206 0.624 
Alpha = 25 kW /kg 
Payload Structure Total 1st Burn cNc 
Ratio Ratio Prop Prop 
Ratio Ratio 
0.028 0.228 0.744 0.247 0.554 
0.468 0.219 0.313 0.086 0.837 
0.758 0.113 0.129 0.033 0.934 
0.882 0.057 0.061 0.015 0.969 
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FfWt 
Initial 
Accel(g's) 
0.149E·3 
0.520E·3 
0.103E·2 
0.165E·2 
0.614E·2 
0.138E·l 
0.201£·1 
0.266E-l 
FfWt 
Initial 
Accel(g's) 
0.238E-2 
0.114E·2 
0.392E·3 
0.149E·3 
FfWt 
Final 
Decel(g's) 
0.158E·3 
0.585E·3 
0.123E·2 
0.204E·2 
0.956E·2 
0.280E·l 
0.SlOE·1 
0.771E·l 
FfWt 
Final 
DC\;el(g's) 
0.927E·2 
0.166E·2 
0.450E·3 
0.158E·3 
Table 3. Equation Summary 
Total 
DistDn~ 
Optimized 
Trtp1imo 
Acceler.ltion 
Phase 
DeceIOr.ltion 
Phase 
1 Bum 2 Dum 4 Burn 
Flyby Rendc:r.voU$ ROUJ\d luI' 
(13) 0':'" (52) 
-
(16) (37) & (38) (52)&(311) 
--
Position Velocity Acceler.ltigD 
(12) (20) (25) 
(24) (21) (26) 
To check the validity of these results, a series of integrated computer runs were performed usingi~an 
existing, high fidelity interplanetary trajectory optimization routine 5 !\ few of the results of these runs ar\1 
superimposed onto the data generated and are shown in the last pJ Figures 5 and 6. It was found that 1h 
these high power levels and with accelerations well in excess ofth ... ,..Nal acceleration due to solar gravityltrip 
time results agreed within 1% for rendezvous and 6% for round trip missions. The larger error in round hip 
times was noticeable in cases where travel times where a considerable fraction (or greater) of one Earth year. 
In these cases, the integration program significantly altered the outgoing trip to accommodate the change in 
relative position of the Earth upon return. Since the approach outlined in this paper does not account for 
change in the relative positions of the planets implicitly, closer agreement for round trip missions is limited to 
the time scales similar to those of rende7'vous missions. Table 3 provides an overall summaIY of pertinent trip 
time relations and equations of motion for the analyst. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A simple, analytic approximation was shown to provide a means to readily calculate trip time and 
performance of propulsion systems of very high 1. & U for human interplanetary space missions. Simultaneous 
solution of two equations was shown to be all that was necessary without having to resort to complex computer 
programs to integrate trajectories. The simplifying assumptions of one dimensional motion. field-free space, 
constant thrustIIJu. and near straight line (radial) trajectories between the planets pennitted data of sufficient 
accuracy to be generated, providing insight into the relationships between distance. 1.. and u. An optimizing 
parameter was included to maximize penormance and minimize trip time. Example data was provided for 
rendezvous and round trip missions to Jupiter. illustrating trip times and payload mass fractions for a wide 
range ofr... and u. Results indicated that a propulsion system tecbnology must be capable ofIq·s of at least 
50.000 seconds and u's mat least 100 kWJkgto travel to Jupiter in 6 weeks (rendezvous) and still allow for a 
3% payload mass fraction. Overall results were shown to agree within I % and 6% (rendezvous and round trip, 
respectively) of data independently generated, verifying that for preliminaxy analysis. a technology planner need 
not resort to large. high fidelity computer programs that require expert operators in order to accurately 
characterize the propulsion system parameter-space. Comparison of data between two-bum rendezvous and 
four-bum round trip tni&sions i1lu.~ated the extreme attractiveness of in situ refueling at the destination planet. 
Few propulsion technologies h8ve been identified th~t a.e expected to be capable of providing such 
detnanding Iq's and (X ·s. Inertial confinement fusion systems may be capable of Iq's between 50.000 to 
270,000 seconds and U's as large as 100 kWJkg~. Antiproton-catalyzed fusion and antiproton annihilation 
are other potential space propulsion concepts that are expected to operate at or beyond this regime. 
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NOTATION 
A acceleration (ftlsec"2) 
a specific power (ft Ibfl(sec Ibm)) 
c exhaust velocity (ftlscc) = gJop 
F thrust (lbt) 
g gravitational acceleration: 32.1739 (ftlsec**2) 
g. conversion constant: 32.1739 (tbmllbt)(ftlscc**2) 
lop specific impulse (tbf secIlbm) = thrust per mass flow rate 
A propellant mass fraction (M,IMJ 
M mass (tbm) 
t} overall propulsion system efficiency 
P jet power (ft lbflsec) 
S distance (ft) 
t time (sec) 
T trip time (sec) 
V c characteristic velocity (ftlsec) 
V velocity (ftlsec) 
1:1 V velocity increment (ftlsec) 
W weight (tbi) 
Subscripts 
0,1,2.3,4 propulsion system bums & phases of flight 
f final 
i initial 
P propellant 
pay useful payload 
s structw'e (including tankage & power supply) 
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